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INTRALOT is pleased to announce that its U.S. subsidiary, INTRALOT, Inc., has signed a contract extension 

with the Vermont Lottery. Vermont Lottery offers a variety of lottery and scratch games, contributing all 

proceeds to the Education Fund. INTRALOT’s world-renowned LOTOS central system, Photon terminals 

and Winstations are operating in Vermont, offering players the opportunity to contribute to good causes, 

win and entertain themselves responsibly at the same time. 

 

“Vermont Lottery has a great history and track record in contributing funds for good causes,” said Dr. Chris 

Dimitriadis, INTRALOT Group CEO. “I would like to thank the Vermont Lottery for its continued trust to 

INTRALOT and I am looking forward to seeing our US subsidiary, INTRALOT, Inc., adding even greater value 

by using our technology as an enabler.” 

 

“Through this contract amendment, INTRALOT will provide the Vermont Lottery and its operations with 

exciting entertainment options,” said Byron Boothe, INTRALOT, Inc. CEO. “We look forward to continue 

working together with the Lottery to maximize sales growth and ensure increased returns in a socially 

responsible way for the State and its citizens.” 

 

 
About INTRALOT 
 

INTRALOT, a publicly listed company established in 1992, is a leading gaming solutions supplier and operator active in 44 

regulated jurisdictions worldwide. With a global workforce of approximately 3,800 employees in 2019, INTRALOT is committed to 

redefine innovation and quality of services in the lottery and gaming sector, while supporting operators in raising funds for good 

causes. Uniquely positioned to deliver state-of-the-art technology across geographies, the company has developed an advanced 

ecosystem that serves all verticals enabling the digital transformation of gaming operators and offering players an unparalleled 

gaming experience. INTRALOT has been awarded the prestigious Responsible Gaming Framework certification by the World 

Lottery Association and is certified under the WLA Security Control Standard. Visit us at www.intralot.com. 

For more info: Ms. Chryssa Amanatidou, Group Corporate Affairs Director 

Phone: +30 2106156000, Fax: +30 2106106800, email: press_office@intralot.com 
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